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vs.

the most complicated 
calculation … 



ü the matter covered here is less general than advertised

ü I will mostly cover asymmetries and branching fractions of exclusive decays (honorary mention of some 
inclusive channels too…)

ü my survey of literature will be limited

ü my survey of numerical results will be limited

ü I will shamelessly promote   HEPfit and how we can extract hadronic uncertainties from data

ü I will also promote flavio and send the bill to the developer later

ü I will discuss mostly SM with honorary mentions of extension to BSM

ü I do not qualify as an expert in QCD, yet…

summary



ü the leading order in expansion is factorized and a pure short distance contribution

ü the contributions at          do not factorize and are commonly classified as power correction estimated 
using various techniques

ü the right handed contribution from the SM is helicity suppressed but is the essential ingredient for the 
non-zero value of certain observables like the mixing induced photon polarization asymmetries.

ü a priori, there is no reason why this suppression should be manifest in new dynamics

some details…



in addition to branching fractions…



the charm loop

computation done with QCD sum rules

computation done with pQCD sum rules on the light cone

estimate using SCET

computation done with QCDF



leading QCDF corrections
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Compare to C7 = 0.3 in SM



sub-leading non-factorizable corrections
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Compare to C7 = 0.3 in SM



the form factors
LCSR:

LCSR + Lattice:

fit to experimental data:



some experimental numbers



error budget in the branching fractions



fit to the branching fractions measurements

x-axis	shows	experimental	mean	+/- 5	s.d.
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error budget in the CP asymmetries



and finally…



the new physics story



questions for the future upgrade

ü Can measurements of photon polarization be made at O(SM) or better?

ü What can be done that Belle II cannot do, maybe baryonic modes?

ü If NP is not yet found, what can be done to constrain parametrizations of long distance effects?



Thank you…!!
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